




Room to relax…a place to

retreat…space for spending time

with friends and family…









There are lots of reasons to make a

conservatory part of your home.  









Whether it’s natural light, the space

in your house…or the views over

your garden.  A specially designed

conservatory will bring a whole

new dimension to your home. 





Whether you’re watching the children
play outside or taking some time out
for yourself, your conservatory is your

space for enjoying life, long 
into the future. 



mahogany

golden oak

cherry

All of the above wood foil
profiles are available on
both the inside and outside
of the building.  Or to
complement the style of
your home, combinations of
these colours with white are
also available.

Your choice - white, woodgrain or both

It’s your choice.........



clear

opal

silver/opal 
(external view)

bronze

silver/opal & bronze/opal
(internal view)

bronze/opal
(external view)

Keep cool in your conservatory by adding solar
controlled glass – that’s intelligent glass that keeps
your conservatory cooler in the summer and warmer
in the winter - there’s even a self cleaning option.  

Lean to a conservatory with a single slope for a roof

Gable an Edwardian shaped conservatory that does not slope 
back at the front of the conservatory, leaving a triangular 
shaped window frame to the front elevation 

Edwardian a square fronted conservatory with a ridge central 
in the roof

Georgian another name for the Edwardian 

Victorian a bay fronted conservatory with a ridge central in the 
roof, normally with three or occasionally five segments 
at the front 

P-shape a combination shaped conservatory usually made 
with a lean to at the side of a Victorian or 
Edwardian shaped conservatory

Your choice - glass   or   polycarbonate
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Your design



Whatever your dream, 
we have a conservatory

just for you....

All the information in this brochure is provided for guidance only and is given in good faith,  but without warranty or guarantee of any kind, whether implied or expressed. 
Our policy is to continually improve products, therefore methods, materials and changes of specification may be made from time to time without prior notice.

We would like to thank our customers who very kindly gave us permission to photograph their homes.
ZMG/brochure


